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July 2022 newsletter  

Your support for the HBSC study has been invaluable. In the             

coming months, we’d like to keep you updated about the                    

resources we are developing for schools and wider                          

audiences, the status of the analyses and our reporting timetable.  

In this newsletter: 

 

  

 

  

Thank you!  

Our thanks to you and all within your school communities for 

supporting the delivery of surveys this year. We very much appreciate 

the time you have given to HBSC, particularly given the amount of 

Covid absences and catch up work going on with students.  

We are thrilled to have exceeded our target participant number across 

all age groups and look forward to sharing the findings with you. 
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Contact us/find out more:  

hbsc@kent.ac.uk  

https://hbscengland.org/  http://www.hbsc.org/  
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HBSC recorded lesson 

We’ve been developing a recorded lesson for students in 

KS3 and KS4. The lesson – which will be hosted from the 

end of August on our website – uses HBSC findings and 

methods and shows how school curriculum content 

applies to live research.  

The main connection points for KS3 and KS4 are with  

Working Scientifically, Working Mathematically and 

Statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recording is 31 minutes long, with opportunities to 

pause for discussion/extension activities. For example, 

we present findings on electronic media use, inviting 

students to discuss their response to the figures, the 

gender differences and predict the impact of Covid. 

We are writing a teachers’ guide which we will share with 

you over the summer, ready for September 2022.  

 Reporting timetable  

As schools close for summer, we are 

completing our data collection and 

are busy coding the remaining paper 

questionnaires. We’ll submit our full 

dataset to the international Data 

Management Centre in August, then 

they’ll have the mammoth task of 

cleaning and collating all datasets 

from HBSC’s 49 participating 

countries! 

We are hoping to release snapshot 

findings of the international report 

starting from the end of 2022. Our 

HBSC England study report will be 

ready in Spring 2023. 

Meanwhile, our 2018 dataset 

becomes open access in November 

2022 – if you are interested in using 

this dataset, please get in touch and 

let us help you navigate the many 

(hundreds!) of variables. 

 

Young people’s 

participation 

 

And lastly, we couldn’t have 

delivered our study and resources 

without the insights and input from 

the wonderful SPFT Youth PPI Café.   

You can find out more about their 

work here: https://linktr.ee/YouthPPI; 

https://www.instagram.com/theyouthppicafe/?hl=en;  

https://twitter.com/cafeppi  
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